SIR MAMMO
2nd over into far turn, wide around stalled cover, urged, fair into
fastest quarter of the mile. Has raced very well in both mile and a
half marathons.
TIMETOPLAYTHEGAME
Sped from gate, pushed hard before yielding, tripped to lane, urged,
tough try. Week off, but solid form. One of two dropping from the top
class. Gotta like.
FOX VALLEY HOSS
Sped from gate, yielded to retaker, traffic to midstretch, finished
fair once free. Another in pretty good shape. Tackles a considerably
tougher bunch now.
PART TIME
Stuck afar early, rail rode to lane, angled once clear, even thru fast
quarter. Been racing with upper echelon company all meet. Class drop
tonight. Big shot.
BET TOGETHER
1st over past half, advanced on the fave, alongside late, outnodded for
2nd slot. Segues from claiming event. How will he match up against
these?

LAISSEZMOIPICOLER
Left on float, parked full, faded past half. Moves inside. Braxten's
choice in here. And could be tighter after last week's tuner.
ROCKET POWER
Parked turn, yielded to pair of retakers, cleared bit late, only fair
once free. Gets needed post relief tonight. Field wide-open.
JUST B TALKING
Saved all ground behind quick clip, failed to show any late interest.
Exits some tough nw 750 groups. Plays in here.
RED STAR TIGER
Sat along cones to the lane, cleared traffic, mild rally wire. Been
chasing claimers of late. Gets into a pretty good spot tonight.
CENALTA DIESEL
Parked quarter, pushed before yielding near half, tracked, faded from
hard use. Couple weeks off. Nick hops aboard. Thought.
WET SHARK
Back after lengthy layoff. Lands a nice spot if he's ready to rumble.
EDDIE BRUSH
Off gate 2-3, at the back throughout, no chance. Dean takes the drive
tonight. Shows little speed. Needs racing luck.

MITCH MCBLUEGRASS
Left with many, parked full 2nd over behind fav, kicked wide 3/4s,
urged, wow. Post relief noted. Steps up after besting claimers.
Confidence booster?
DEPENDLEBURY
Saved all ground to the lane, urged, didn't close into 152. Class
relief tonight. Figures to find this crew to his liking. Use.
TWOMICKEYTRIP
Led, back out midturn, battled longshot thru quick clip, finally
stalled. Been tossing hints since dropping from nw 4000 bunch. Thought.
BETTOR IN THE BANK
Away well, tripped out behind pace slowing winner, urged, best of the
rest. Gets an even bigger drop tonight. Obvious choice.

HIHOS LITTLE REV
Left to tuck, back out near half, kept marching on rim, urged to
survive. Mooney's choice. Sharp, steps up.
FIVE CARD DRAW
Left, backed up to final bend, cleared, had some late go. Steve
returns. Gotta use him in the exotics.
SPECIAL SAUCE
Stuck last from outset, gapped to lane, mild urging, mild rally near
wire. Segues from claimers. Outside, but can play with these too.

ZACHARIAHS HONOR
Left to tuck, back 1st over before half, rimmed balance, faded from the
skirmish. Overdue post relief should enhance chances.
TICKET TO ROLL
Left to drop, soft trip to lane, some traffic, urged, fair. Jacob hops
aboard. Wide open field.
SHAKER TANK
Covered past half, followed 3wide into lane, urged, okay try. Mooney
returns. Slice maybe?
MIKIS MAGIC RIDE
2nd over near half, kicked wide into lane, driven, many vying for 2nd.
So-so form but gets in good spot. Luke's choice.
IMMA TANK
Rode cones throughout, shook out in lane, failed to advance. Nick's
choice. Noteworthy class relief for him tonight.
BLUE STAR TROOPER
Gapped behind quick clip, out far turn around gapper, driven to narrow
gap. Outside again. Needs live lead up.
GENERAL TIME
Sat in throughout the mile, angled for the drive, no advance. Drops
from Goudreau. James takes the drive. His plan?

DOUGS HOBBY HORSE
Off gate 5-6, 1st out near half, rimmed balance, faded from the
skirmish. Tackles much tougher. Mooney returns.
KRISTYSGINGERGAL
Left 3wide most turn, cleared past quarter, kept marching to lane, some
urging, easy late. Confidence booster for her?
WINDSUN GALAXIE
Parked turn, yielded to winner past quarter, 3hole half, tracked
balance, tired. James returns. Longshot though.
MAJESTIC LADY JO
Parked half turn, yielded, traffic to midstr, cleared, urged along
cones, tried to fight back. Facing much better.
PRIDECREST
Out near mile, uncovered to lane, urged to save show slot. Off three
weeks. One of the logical choices. Gonna be nearby.
MANDEVILLE
Parked eighth, back out turn two, led near mile, yielded, stalked,
urged, back up. Returns after besting these at 1 1/2 miles. Slim call.
ITS A HORSE
Reserved to 2nd turn, rushed up on rim, led comfortably, sped home,
caught by 2holer. Had his streak snapped. Dean's choice. Obvious
gimmick must.

CENALTA SUNRISE
Led early, quarter moved back to top, attacked far turn, surprisingly
had no resistance. One of many in here.
PECAN
1st out past half, attacked to lane, faded bit once passed. Undercard
thoughts with these.
GLITTER N GINGER
Left well, sat in to the lane, came on nicely on own. Adds Nick. Very
dangerous if she's ready.
LE MONTRACHET
Rode cones to far turn, tipped out midbend, closed well on own, solid
bow. One more must use.
MYSTERIOUS FAN
Reserved leaving, followed winner from half, great lead up, solid late
interest. Now the price is gonna drop.
HIHO JULIO
Parked half turn, took back, out again before half, grabbed cover,
solid lead up, light late urging. Slim call to repeat.
SARAH TOGA AGAIN
Sat in whole trip, no chance in fast mile. Braxten's choice here.
Enough class relief to give a look.
FOX VALLEY B GUMP
Sat in the mile, easy run to lane, didn't close into fast panel. Drops,
moves outside, thought.

DUET
Out past quarter, soon 4th over, failed to keep up round the bend.
Inside. Rene takes the reins.
FIRE DANCE
Out mid turn to top, braked, unable to fend off last turn attacker,
kept marching, urged, almost. Luke's choice. Edge.
MISS SASSY PANTS
Rode cones whole trip, no rally in fast mile, little urging. Extra week
off. Adds Braxten.
BE MY LUCKY LADY
Looped leaving, pocket tucked, easy run to lane, urged, only a mild
rally. Undercard thoughts in here.
LITTLE EMMA
Settled early, soft trip to lane, driven along cones, many across late.
James stays. Maybe.
YOUROLDLOVELETTER
At the back from outset, never got into it, tough group. Returns after
facing much tougher.
FREE RADICAL
Stuck at back to lane, angled wide, had solid late interest. Figures to
be closing fastest here.
SING ALONG
Left, brushed back near half, took pressure from winner into lane,
faded once passed. Returns to claimers. Adds Dean. Use.
WIMPLES DIMPLE
Sped from gate, brushed out again far turn, went for air, caught deep
stretch. Certainly been giving positive signals.

LILAC LAUREY

Out behind winner near half, gapped flow far turn, urged in the lane.
Inside. Segues from claimers. Slice maybe.
LOOKSLIKEWEMADEIT
Off gate pair, still managed a mild tuck, followed winner from half,
closed well, 3 across the track late. Post relief. Usable.
OUTLAWINTRIGUEDBYU
1st out well before half, alongside leader far turn, failed to sustain
the bid. Extra week off. Dean hops aboard. Moves inside too.
KISS ON THE LIPS
Sluggish leaving, at the back, lost contact. Gerry back in bike. Who
knows?
NOISY NORA
Rode cones, shuffled to back, angled into lane, had fair pace near
wire. Undercard thoughts for Nora.
VELOCITY LAYLA
Sped from gate, yielded to quarter moving fave, mild traffic but only
fair once free. She can get part.
WIZZEL STIX
At the back, excess cover far turn, managed a mild close last eighth.
Outside again. John stays in the bike.
PRINCESS DECLINE
Out before quarter, gained easy lead, attacked far turn, stalled badly
after layoff. Will give her another shot despite outside.

LINCOLN
Moved out with cover from winner half, tried wide, bid, flattened.
Mooney returns. Drops in for $3000 tonight.
A BAY BAY
Left, got an easy run to the lane, urged, 3 battling for 3rd. Steve's
back. Trips for part?
GUNNY WILSON
Left to tuck, 1st over far turn, urged, 3vying for show slot. Also in
for 3 dimes. Post relief big plus.
ROCKNROLL JEWEL
Left well, rode cones rest of the trip, driven, just fair. Yet another
dropper. Leaves?
CHIEF SARATOGA
Rode rail throughout, mild late interest near wire. Gerry hops aboard.
USGENERAL WA MANN
Tracked to far turn, moved out on rim, urged, mild traffic late.
General Mann is not the worst stab.
SOMKINDA HANOVER
Saved all ground to the lane, some traffic, didn’t look loaded. Braxten
returns. Tough post.
URINGOODHANDS
Sent from gate, yielded mid bend, popped pocket middle last turn, urged
to get away late. Sharp. James choice. Edge despite #8.

REYS N A RUCKUS
Left, brushed back near half, shook off 1st attacker, sped home under
urging, no doubt. Gotta like his chances again.
TIYAGA
Parked long eighth plus, backed up to far turn, angled out again
midbend, faded out from the chase. Gets needed post relief.
WIZARD OF ODDS

Moved from last to get cover half, swung 3wide into lane, urged to save
place. Also moves inside tonight. Gotta use.
FEAR FACTOR
Rode cones to half, took cover into lane, flattened out a bit. Luke
returns. One more to consider.
BUDGIE SMUGGLER
Left on delay, parked past quarter, yielded to retakers, traffic to
lane, tough to gauge late interest. John Roberts steers here.
FRED AND ROZ
4th over far turn, broke near 3/4s, disappeared. In a pretty good spot
but he's no cinch to stay on stride.
THEREALGOODS
Parked eighth plus, brushed back 3/8s, yielded to winner, chased
balance, driven, best of the rest. Outer post. What's his plan?

RELENTLESS DANCER
Rode cones whole trip, cleared stretch traffic, urged, fair off no use.
Rail again, Mooney's back. Certainly usable.
BETTOR LADY
Out before half, quick cover from winner, good lead up, driven, best of
the rest. Inside. Braxten hops aboard.
DONTCLOSEYOUREYES
First out near half, never covered, kept marching, urged to out nod the
fave. Hikes, James returns. Post relief too.
MISSPANDEROSAJONES
Sent from gate, tripped to lane, cleared, surged to get the dh. Dean's
choice. Price drops a little.
GORDY AGAIN
Sat in the trip, shuffled to top of lane, angled, urged, just fair.
Gerry's back in the bike. Slice?
HI FIDELITY
Sent from gate, yielded, tracked top pair to lane, flattened out into
blazing quarter. In a good spot. And Luke's choice.
EXSQUEEZEME
Checked near start, parked eighth plus, back on rim near half, faded
out final turn. Another dropper. Nick returns. Plan?

LAKOTA LAW
Sent to top, braked while parked full foe was nearby, attacked into
lane, faded out final sixteenth. Drops, rail, adds Luke. Use.
QUEEN OF MARCS
Slow leaving, at the back throughout, tipped out, no advance. James
back tonight. Another thought.
DIAMONDS ARE TRUMP
Led at once, released to quarter moving fave, tracked rest of way, easy
2nd best. Nick's choice. Decent form. One more in the mix.
GITCHIE GIRL
Off gate pair, at back whole trip, failed to show any late interest.
Steve's back tonight. Longshot though.
NIGHTGIRL
Left to drop, back on rim half, lost cover midbend, urged, caught for
3rd. A little post relief can't hurt.
PALOMA RUIZ
Rode cones to lane, cleared traffic, urged, solid rally. Outside again
but smaller field size gives her a fighting chance.

JUNE MORNING
Moved from back with excess cover, swung wide into lane, urged, fair.
Similarly she's outside again. Expect a late rally too.

